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INTRODUCTORY

Voice of our alumni

Dear,

In front of you is the first issue of Bulletin of School of
Democratic Leadership. The Bulletin intends to be the
voice of our alumni, and the voice of those who are going
to become ones. The School has been the matrix for them
for years, a place where new ideas and initiatives have been
created, enriching knowledge, and where new priceless ex-
periences have been achieved.

Through SDL programmes, every participant gains pos-
sibilities to meet people different than they are, or someone
from the opposite side, nation, religion, party. Through
SDL, new space is opening for them to hear and understand
different opinion, figure it out and try to make it closer to
their own opinion, and finally, to be tolerant. Being tolerant
to differences, national, political, religious, ideological, eth-
nical ones is the first lesson our participants learn. Through
constructive dialogue they have new opportunity to inform
themselves on new layers of knowledge, to receive new in-
formation, learn new facts. The dialogue is what connects
them and maintains our network of almost 300 alumni that
have been the part of School of Democratic Leadership for
almost 12 years.

Bulletin of democratic leadership has been envisaged
as the space that will provide alumni to point out problems,
express opinion, or offer a solution. This is also one of the
manners of how the voice of Montenegro can reach more
European addresses, but also addresses all over the world. 

Number of participants of SDL left the shadow of
anonymity a long time ago and became important actors
on social and political scene. Some of them are decision
makers at the national level, some of them at local, some
are chief editors in media, and some of them are leaders of
civil society organizations. And all of them are inseparable
part of SDL activities, whether they are engaged as lecturers
to new generations, or are part of new programs such as Re-
gional Academy for Democracy.

Strengthening of alumni network is one of the priori-
ties of future activities of SDL as well as other members of
Network of School of Political Studies of Council of Europe.
Bulletin that is in front of you is our way of showing that
integrations, despite differences, are possible at the micro-
level and they can clearly impact on those ahead and which
we expect to be progressive – as the society as a whole.

Sanja Rasovic
School of Democratic Leadership Coordinator
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sons, at the lists during previous elections), parties in
the Western European countries have party quotas
that provide “natural” inclusion of women in politics.
More work should be done in implementation, while
the energy on deceiving of norms should be removed
to respect of that energy in best possible manner and
in accordance with its essence. 
 Is there any similarity of electoral irregu‐

larities that occur in the EU member states and
electoral irregularities that are evident in Mon‐
tenegro, and how would you describe our elec‐
toral process if the last local elections, as reports
of monitors said, happened that voting box had
more ballots than registered voters, that illegal
registry of voters had been kept, violation of se‐
crecy of voting, violation of procedures of voting
via letter, that there were cases when some per‐
sons voted more times?

When it comes to respect of electoral procedure,
serious regressing can be registered. The last couple
of elections moved us back in the period of 90’s, when

INTERVIEW
OLIVERA KOMAR, 
Docent at the Faculty of Political Sciences of Montenegro and Member of Academic Council of SDL
e‐mail: oliverak@ac.me

 What is your opinion about harmoniza‐
tion of Montenegrin electoral legislation with the
European, and which matters require additional
work?

Normative dimension is not the point anymore.
Our regulations are more or less in accordance with
something that might be called European standards
(although something like that does not exist). The
problem is – through pre-regulation, we are trying to
fight against lack of awareness that regulations have
to be respected. Take the example of female quotas.
We finally have solid electoral legislation in that mat-
ter, but results are poor. Referring to European stan-
dard in area of regulations will not help, because most
European countries do not have quotas or have quotas
that are worse than ours. On the other hand, effects
of their poor regulation are much better – more
women are on decision making positions. While here,
energy is more directed towards avoiding of essence
(it would be more interesting how many “wives” “ful-
filled” female positions, for parties of important per-

Elections like those during ‘90s

In terms of respect of electoral procedure, can be
registered serious downgrading. The last couple
elections got us back in the period of ‘90s, when
electoral boxes used to be “stolen”.
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voting boxes had being stolen. One of the reasons was
partly because nongovernmental organizations that
were dealing with monitoring of elections at polling
stations no more have available funds to cover the
monitoring of most polling stations physically. Al-
though in one specific moment seemed that the need
for such activities really stopped, we obviously got
back to our old habits rapidly. On the other hand,
since the last Presidential elections, elections again
have become uncertain which is good for development
of political system and consolidation of democracy,
but increases the support to parties to deal with viola-
tions. Although it is hard to prove electoral theft in di-
rect or indirect form, more decisive reaction of
competent bodies lacks, not only after concrete re-
ports but on personal initiative.
 Considering that dominant parties in

Montenegro in its name have the work “socialism”
, to your opinion, do they really function in accor‐
dance with these values, as for example, eco‐
nomic policy of Montenegro, which has been
ruled for more than a decade by the socialist
coalition, has characteristics of neoliberalism
(privatization of all larger national companies)?

Surveys that have been done at the Faculty of po-
litical sciences showed that, among declarative deter-
minants in the name and program of Montenegrin
parliamentary political parties and preferences of vot-
ers of the same ones parties in matters where is iden-
tified left-right position, not only that the agreement
does not exist, but in some situations voters of the

party X ideologically are more suitable to party Y, for
example. But, this only tells us that programs (includ-
ing economic policy as important segment of each se-
rious program) are not realistic basis for voters to
declare themselves, or to basic political divisions
should be sought at some other place. 

According to assessment of Freedom House,
Montenegro is in the group of half‐consolidated
democracies, with democracy index 3,86. What is
the impression of the region and the EU commu‐
nity about these reports of Montenegro and do
they have any impact on the EU integration
process?

Standpoints about consolidated democracy of
Montenegro are opposite. Adam Przeworski said that
it was not until it becomes “”the only game in the city”.
That this is not the case, tell us different researching
reports (such as Freedom House Democracy Index)
and some obvious occurrences that we witness, from
regressing in terms of electoral procedure, to media
coordinated eliminations of political opponents. The
problem is not in its impact on integration process,
but I do not believe it is of procedural but political na-
ture. The problem is that the most significant value
that Montenegro can abstract from the integration
process, is procedural or in establishing of constant
democratic practices and procedures for resolving of
social conflicts. If this goal is not achieving, damage is
only ours.

Sanja Rasovic
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IVANA MIHAJLOVIC,
Legal councilor of the Union of free trade unions of Montenegro
e‐mail: ivana@usscg.me

Public holidays are part of the identity of a country,
a characteristic of its tradition and history. For this

reason, almost all countries have specific and systemic
laws that define public holidays and manner of cele-
brating.

In Montenegro, the celebration of the state and
other holidays is regulated by the Law on national and
other holidays, which was adopted by the Constitu-
tional Assembly of the Republic of Montenegro in
2007. The law specified national and other holidays in
Montenegro and the manner of their celebration, and
that days on national holidays shall be non-working
days, except when it comes to companies whose nature
of business or technology work requires continuous
operation. However, this law has shown a number of
weaknesses and deficiencies in application. The great-
est paradoxes were reflected in the fact that the author-
ity that issues the labor license and determines which
entities can work during the holidays has not been rec-
ognized, as well as the fact that supervisory body has
not been recognized as well. Accordingly, the Labor In-
spection publicly declared itself incompetent to super-
vise the implementation of the Law, which additionally
aggravated the protection of employees' rights. On the
other hand, due to the lack of inspections, domination
of employers to decide on respect of national holidays
and rights of employees to free day or increase of
salaries was "justified" in the manner that said that no

municipal or other authority did not have the authority
to permit work of companies on days of nation al and
other holidays.

Guided by alarming data from the terrain, and re-
ceived according to the reports of regional commis-
sioners of Union of free trade unions (USSCG) on
monitoring of implementation of this Law, USSCG
launched the initiative towards all parliamentary clubs
in the Parliament of Montenegro for amending of the
Law, by submitting concrete proposals for improving
the current text. After more than one year from the day
of initiative, the Parliament of Montenegro, in the
mid-2013, adopted the Law on Amendments to the Law
on national and other holidays, which should have cor-
rect observed anomalies.

As usually happens, the interest of the employers
was ahead of the public interest and the interests of em-
ployees. The world of capital, even in this case, proved
its superiority over the world of labor. In fact, before the
newly adopted provisions of the Law take hold, a num-
ber of MPs initiated the amendments, precisely in the
part related to issuing of permits for work on holidays.
For that reason, the procedure of drafting of bylaws im-
portant for implementation of the Law was suspended.
Today, one year after the adoption of the Law, employ-
ees in Montenegro are in the same situation they were
before the adopted amendments, when it comes to
their right to a day off during the holidays.

Respect of the holidays is above
all patriotic, ethical, and cultural
question, therefore, remains an ex-
pectation that the MPs in the Par-
liament, as representatives of the
citizens, these issues will be closer
than small economic interests of
employers to work during the holi-
days. From decision-makers and
MPs we expect understanding of
rights and needs of employers to
spend holidays, as such, with their
families, and due to professional
obligations and public interest ad-
vocate for the respect of this and all
other laws, and the rights that arise
from them.

Law on national and other holidays -
(dis)respect and attitude of the state
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SNEZANA JONICA,
MP in the Parliament of Montenegro, member of the Board for human rights and freedom, member of the
Board for security and defense and MP in the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe
e‐mail: s.jonica@t‐com.me

Law on professional rehabilitation and employment of
persons with disabilities. The goal - to create condi-

tions for increasing of employment of people with dis-
abilities and their equal participation in the labor
market, the removal of barriers and the creation of equal
opportunities.

The Law came into force in August 2008. Six years
later, we wonder whether the goal has been achieved?
Did we create the conditions for increasing of employ-
ment of people with disabilities? No, we did not. Excel-
lent preconditions were made and then somebody
roughly misused it. Do people with disabilities partici-
pate equally in the labor market nowadays? No, they do
not. Did we remove barriers and create equal opportuni-
ties? No, we did not. So, the question arises - why we did
not, and what we have to keep me company.

Someone will say, economic crisis, difficult times,
there is no money ... but in this case, even this answer
does not help, because there is money, but there is no rule
of law, no social conscience and social responsibility.

The Fund for professional rehabilitation and employ-
ment of persons with disabilities received  since its es-
tablishing in 2008, more than 25 million euros , while out
of this amount almost 1,5 million euros  was spent for the
purposes of intended by the Law, while remaining
amount was „redirected“ and spent.  The money was paid
by employers respecting the alternative obligation from
the Law or unles they employ appropriate number of per-
sons with disabilities, they are obliged to pay presribed
amount regularly. Employers paid the money but instead
of employment of persons with disabilities, means in-
tended for this purpose were spent somewhere else for
years.

We have asked several times questions for the Prime
Minister, many times we have asked parliamentaries,
who insisted that answers should be delivered to on
where the money was spent from the Fund, and we re-

ceived brief explanations that money was not spent for
the purposes provided by Law. As we more often and "ag-
gressively" asked questions, the answers were worse and
less grounded. It was told that there were not enough
projects, but they forgot to tell us why, or that the Min-
istry was responsible to adopt the Rulebook on procedure
and methodology of financing of grant schemes, in order
to apply with projects and withdraw the means from the
Fund. The deadline for the adoption of the Rulebook ex-
pired couple of years ago, while explanation where it was
said it was complicated act that was difficult to prepare.
In the meantime, employers year after year paid, while
the Government redirected every year more than 90% or
even 95% of the funds and used it elsewhere, stubbornly
rejecting to represent it as a separate budget item even
though it was a million euros. Socialist People’s Party
each year indicated on spending of money without pur-
pose and we also asked to determine where so much
money was spent. The media consistently had more im-
portant issues... and tens of millions of euros intended
for persons with disabilities were spent who knows where
and who, and in which purposes.

In the meantime, the State Audit Institution noted
that the Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare (which is
responsible for supervision of the implementation of this
Law) did not pay its obligations in the Fund for profes-
sional rehabilitation of its obligations. Therefore, it is
clear in which manner the supervision was carried out.

In the meantime, deadline envisaged by the Law on
spatial planning and construction of objects, which pre-
scribes that public objects have to be adapted for access
and movement of persons with disabilities, expired. The
list of objects in public use that are not adapted has not
be developed until nowadays, while the number of these
objects is the highest.

We have proposed amending of Law on professional
rehabilitation and employment of persons with disabili-
ties, in order to provide visibility of means from the Fund,
and spending of means for specific purposes. We have
not received majority of votes for this Law at the Board,
and it also did not occur in the agenda of the Parliament.
Only to talk about this, perhaps someone becomes aware
of this.

Data says that 60% of persons with disabilites in
Montenegro live on the edge or under the limit of poverty.
In the meantime, almost 30 million of euros intended for
persons with disabilities, the Government of Montenegro
spent “somewhere else“.        

Instead to persons with disabilities, 30 million
euros directed towards “other purposes”
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ALMER H. KALAC,
Chief of the Club of MPs of BS 
e‐mail: almer.kalac@bscg.me

Image of today's multiethnic and multi national
Montenegro is significantly clearer, more acceptable

to the eye of the beholder, than Montenegro from not
so distant past. Inside view is somewhat different,
probably due to the angle at which the light falls on it.
How does the image look like, most preferably know
the ones who live in Montenegro. As the country of
democratic system we should pursue policy that is
based on the universal principle of equality of all citi-
zens, respect for human and minority rights, tolerance
and respect for diversity. One of the main benefits of
this policy is stability and peace, social cohesion and
the possibility of democratic development. Citizens
need Montenegro, but also Montenegro needs its citi-
zens. Equally, with no exceptions.

Members of the Bosniac corpus, as one of the mi-
nority population, demonstrated their commitment to
the state of Montenegro through the support of inde-
pendence. In this manner, we have shown that Mon-
tenegro is our homeland and that we want to
participate actively in all aspects of social and political
life. Montenegro is positive example in the region,
when it comes to the ratio of minorities to the state.
However, minorities want Montenegro to be positive
example in terms of the attitude of the state towards
them. 

Policy of proportional representation in the previ-
ous period was affirmative, in favor of minorities and
other minority national communities. Large number
of laws were adopted that provide in more details the
right to affirmative action guaranteed by the Constitu-
tion. Many of them have been amended, by  amend-
ments of representatives of minority parties, including
the Law on Minority Rights and Freedoms, the Law on
Internal Affairs, Law on Army, Law on Election of MPs,
the Law on Civil Servants and Employees, the General
Law on Educationand others.

When we talk about the implementation of existing
legislation, the situation is different depending on
whether we are talking about national or local level. It
is known that the representation of minorities has
been unfavorable for a long time, and that it did not
even reflect the their share in the structure of popula-
tion. Based on data collected by the Ministry of Human
and Minority Rights in June 2011 and July 2013, and sur-

vey of several non-governmental organizations, said
that not enough was done in order to improve the sit-
uation in this area. In recent years, the percentage of
employment of minorities improved in public institu-
tions. The situation was not improving by the dynam-
ics we would like, but definitely the progress is visible
and encouraging for this group of population. 

However and more importantly, employment pol-
icy should be mapped from the national level to local
level, in accordance with legal provisions. The main
drawback in implementation of the legislation is the
lack of records on national structure of employees in
state and local administraton. Although the govern-
mental Strategy on minority policy and the Law on
Civil Servants and State Employees stipulate the obli-
gation of keeping records, number of institutions that
do not have these records is not small.

Minority people should not be marginalized in so-
ciety, and we should not allow the areas where mem-
bers of this group mostly live to be the most
underdeveloped parts of the country. In that manner,
the state does not harm only the population, but does
not use the overal, natural and human resources at its
disposal. In this regard, the role of the country is cru-
cial for improvement of status of minorities, but be-
sides the country, the contribution has to be providd
by institutions for minorities, ombudsmen, organiza-
tions dealing with the protection of minority rights. 

All political entities in Montenegro are responsible
for good legal solutions that we adopted, to become
operational and provide allminority members propor-
tional representation in accordance to the staff solu-
tions that these people have to offer.

Minorities deserve better status
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MILICA DJOKDJURIC,
Editor of media program in Civic Alliance
e‐mail: robinhud@gamn.org

If you ask journalist branch, Montenegro grabs with
small steps towards the European Union. Journalists

in Montenegro are legitimate target. Bearers of public
stories, researchers and initiators of affairs and the ones
who contribute to development of democracy with its
stories and engagement, research and report in atmos-
phere where organizers and committers of assaults on
journalists are encouraged with the fact that crime al-
most always stays unresolved.

In that atmosphere, journalist who chose the pro-
fession to inform others for the purpose of common val-
ues, receives specific messages such as gun shooting,
bombs, beatings, destroying of property;especially if a
journalist dares to criticize powerful persons, to resolve
an affair and invites on responsibility. Their families also
live in constant fear and disbelief, and are not spared of
threats, blackmailing and intimidating. Only persons
who are not identified and punished by the system are
safe. The fact that cases of assaults on journalists, edi-
tors or owners of media have not been fully resolved,
best reflects the power of institutions. 

Targets are mostly individuals who write and report
about serious and hard social anomalies. Inability of in-
stitutions is so large that innocent people are usually

Montenegrin journalists – legitimate target

reported as committers so that efficiency will be pre-
sented, but everything looks like poorly played drama.

Due to all above mentioned, journalists and those
who plan to deal with this job are quite agreeable about
one thing – it is important to amend Criminal Code,
with the aim to strengthen criminal and legal protec-
tion of journalists in performing their professions, bear-
ing in mind that in Montenegro they are under
increased security risk. Journalists are sure - this will
discourage non-punished and encouraged by impunity,
assault individuals and editorial offices. Otherwise, the
basis of the country will be seriously damaged. If free-
dom of expression and reporting is not guaranteed,
then right to informing comes in issue, and justice as
well. For that reason, law creators and individuals who
implement it, have to think about it seriously. Also, all
the people who plan to join us on the road of critical
opinion. On that road, the head is in the bag, shoes are
worn out due to running after information, the pocket
is empty and the awards for courage are beatings and
intimidating.

Welcome to the working atmosphere of journalist
in Montenegro 2014. It is time to give up or to start win-
ning the freedom!
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ALEKSANDAR PEROVIC,
Director of ecological movement “Ozon”
e‐mail: aleksandar.perovic@ozon.org.me

Environment of Western Balkan countries has to be
observed in the context of mutual interest, as ex-

isting natural resources is possible to use and valorize
properly only through regional planning and vision,
taking care about future generations, at the same time. 

Natural potentials that is possible to use, where I
especially recognize renewable energy resources and
mineral resources, have to be observed more complex
from the level of decision makers, with due respect of
rights of interested public to participate crucially in
decision making processes that are related to environ-
ment.

Bearing in mind integration processes; primarily
access to the European Union, which some of the
Western Balkan countries successfully finished while
most of them fulfilled significant part of tasks; it is
clear that only regional connection and concrete co-
operation can have impact on better positioning at in-
ternational level.  

Additional argument for regional planning are
confirmed international contracts from environment
area, whose implementation would certainly be of a
better quality if common strategies would be created.

In terms of implementation of international con-
tracts related to environment area in the region, expe-
riences from the previous period encourage on public
dialogue and exchange of experience with the aim to
make impact on decision makers and interested pub-

lic to pay more attention to environment and future
of the region.

For that reason, I believe that regional access in en-
vironment managing and appeasing of consequences
of climate changes, is the biggest challenge for West-
ern Balkan countries in XXI century.

Problems such as waste managing, which is pres-
ent in large number of regional countries, can have
different context through regional perspective, and
can even become development opportunity. 

Monitoring, adequate and timely informing of the
overall public about implementation of public poli-
cies, valid laws and ratified international contracts at
national level and exchange of experiences at the re-
gional level, are good grounds for networking and

common initiatives. This can be
interesting for parliamentary po-
litical parties, which should
communicate more sensitively
with universities, nongovern-
mental organizations and media
about adoption of policies on en-
vironment managing and natu-
ral resources.

As a lot of times before,
Western Balkan countries face
with large challenge, and awe are
obliged to impact on decision
makers to make the best deci-
sions for the future, through per-
sonal activism, devotion and
persistence.

Environmental managing in the region –
the greatest Balkan challenge of this century

Individual interests may
cause irreparable damage 

If only individual interests of countries in the re-
gion would be taken into account, or precisely in-
terests of specific interest groups that are close to
decision makers, which was until nowadays espe-
cially emphasized in unsustainable planning of
hydropower facilities, this is possible to cause im-
mense and unrecoverable damages in both eco-
logic and economic sense.
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GORAN TUPONJA,
General Secretary of Positive Montenegro 
e‐mail: goran.tuponja@pozitivna.me

Energy efficiency teaches us to
use spent energy in good and

efficient manner. 
The goal of energy efficiency is

to achieve the desirable objectives,
or its benefits with the minimal use
of energy. Energy efficiency repre-
sents the measure of use of the en-
ergy spent.

There is strong connection be-
tween energy efficiency, protection
of natural resources and sustain-
able development of Montenegro.
Speaking about sustainable devel-
opment, we also speak about en-
ergy efficiency which is its
constituent part. This mutual and
strong connection is mostly re-
flected in results achieved via implemented measures
of energy efficiency. Reduction of energy spending in-
creases the competitiveness of economy, reduces the
dependency in energy supplying, contributs to envi-
ronment preservation.

Energy efficiency has been adopted in the Euro-
pean Union as one of very important goals. The goal
of the EU is so called 20-20-20 goal. The EU obliged it
will increase energy efficiency for 20%, increase en-
ergy production from renewable sources to 20% and
reduce emission of harmful gas for 20% until 2020.

For improvement of energy efficiency idea, it is im-
portant to define applicable and stimulating legisla-
tion that will be obliged to build low-energy objects
for stimulating energy efficiency, which will reduce the
tax on machines, vehicles, instruments, material that
contributes to energy efficiency and that burdens the
environment less. It is also important to impose addi-

tional taxes to instruments of poor energy type that
damages the environment, in order to reduce their
number gradually. In that manner, collected means
would be used for further stimulating of energy effi-
ciency. It is also important to organize institutions
that could monitor implementation of the Law and
regulations. Wise national tax policy should provide
reduction of taxes for household products, construc-
tion area, traffic, and transport that would lead to en-
ergy efficiency improvement, but increase the taxes
for the products that are not energy efficient.

It is also important to work on developing of aware-
ness of people and responsibility that energy efficiency
is investing in personal and collective future, as large
part of the overall sustainable development of ecologic
Montenegro. Furthermore, it is important to develop
awareness in terms that this is the opportunity for
prosperity of Montenegro in modern and responsible
manner. It is also important to look in the future of
Montenegro with huge care and question how would
Montenegro that we leave to our children look like.

We have to be aware that even our children want
prosperous and maintained Montenegro.

Our primary duty is to leave our children the best
possible Montenegro than Montenegro our parents
left us, and energy efficiency is one of the manners to
do that.

Energy efficiency – investment in
personal and collective future

Numerous Montenegrin
potentials 

Montenegro has a lot of potential where less en-
ergy can be spent, such as housing area, tourism,
traffic and industry.
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ALMIR CAUSEVIC,
Monitoring group Ulcinj‐ MogUL
e‐mail: allmirc@gmail.com

Old Greek philosophers indicated on illogicality and
paradox of human moral and ethics. The overall

Hellenistic philosophy shares the belief that it is up to
man whether he/she will be happy or not. Is it possible,
that even after so many years, we are not able to under-
stand that this is not about the good itself, but the
human good, what is good in life of a human, and that
the human performance is the last and the highest goal?
Irrational part of the soul prevails over common sense,
thus we don’t listen the warningsof the mind that regu-
larly advices and encourages man in the best possible
manner. 

One short anthropological section related to our en-
vironment, indicates that Markuze’s definition of friend-
ship is very dominant, which bases its connection on the
interest and mutual selfish greed. In our environment,
the voice of voters depends or “costs” as much it is offered
in the given moment. Is it possible that fighters for
human rights, thinkers, theoreticians, and analysts
fought for “the right to vote, equal for everyone”, so we
can betray this centuries old fight, without moral and
conscientious thinking? Seems that we are not worth of
vote, therefore not event voting. We are able to disrespect
something that other people fought and died for, which
says that basic human virtue slowly dies. We have sold
ourselves, and on the other side we spit and curse the
ones who sell their bodies. For those who believe in life
after death, the ones who are afraid of their sins and hell,
the soul is the shrine. Would body without soul mean
anything to them? If we are able to call the ones who sell
bodies by different names that derogatory filths their

pride and moral of, then how would we call the ones who
sell their souls? Even Aristotle indicates that moral radi-
ating is related to the will of moral unit, and it not only
grounds its ethics on characteristics of human nature,
but it ends it in the frame of worldly reality, especially in
the frame of man’s political life. The main thing for ethics
is not the virtue, but moral acting, moral deeds and
moral life.

Values of the society have obviously changed, or bet-
ter - exchanged. Seems that society is getting used on the
current situation.Most of the people suffered the failure
of their plans and they see the only exit in harmonizing
with the parody that rules for years. However, the ques-
tion is who is guilty for this? Did they ever blame them-
selves? Do they ever think they did not have enough
courage they are proud of, when they speak about their
origin or nationality? If our ancestors would be alive, and
if they would see their descendant even only for a minute,
who humiliate them and sell what is worth, as they would
say? Would shame or humiliation force us to think?

Mixture of all Balkan people, all placed in the same
“Russian roulette”. Gradually but surely, we dig caves for
ourselves, but most importantly we curse and judge! But,
who?“”Them”? Or better said, the ones who we elect by
our hand? God gave us common sense, and we use it only
to achieve animal instincts. So sad, but true.

Public interest is cut out by the ones who impose their
interests as social, and we as the “group”, follow it without
complaining. However, as long as general and individual
good cover each other directly, the second one is forced
to agree with the first one. Can we can advocate for

“good” and for “justice”at the same
time. I believe that it is possible and
that unification of these ethical
virtues serves to establishing, im-
provement, and expanding of liberty
and happiness of people. This is
where connect individual and gen-
eral, private and public good, and ac-
cording to this comes back the
primary performance of classic polit-
ical philosophy, which has been re-
pressed for too long, and which says
that the purpose of ruling is not only
possible freedom, but the largest
human happiness, or life without
fear and misery, and life in peace.

Ethical reconsideration
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TANJA BAKALBASIC ,
General Secretarz of NGA „Initiative for regional cooperation“ of Montenegro and
Coordinator on projects of Igman Initiative in Montenegro 
e‐mail: tanja.bakalbasic@gmail.com

Aiming at further affirmation of regional coopera-
tion, Igman Initiative promotes the example of

“Nordic model for cooperation”, that also established
Denmark, Finland, Island, Norway, and Sweden, and
three autonomous areas: Faroe Islands and Greenland
(in the frame of Denmark) and Aland Islands (area in
the frame of Finland). This model served as the exam-
ple how countries from the territory of former Yu-
goslavia (Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Montenegro
and Serbia) can improve the quality of life of citizens
by using this this form of cooperation, especially the
ones who, by the nature of profession or origin, have
been introduced with these two national entities.

Nordic cooperation is the oldest and the most de-
veloped form of regional cooperation and the Nordic
region is one of the ten technologically and creatively
strongest in the world, which contributed to finding
of the best answer and solution for rapid globalization.
They understood integration as necessity so they
could give advantage to small regional businesses in
more severe competition of the world economy. Their
cooperation is based on mutual values: democracy
and equality, the rule of law, mutual respect, zero tol-
erance of corruption, and specific level of similarities
of language and culture. The purpose of Nordic coop-
eration is to make life, work and business in Nordic
region more attractive, and on the other hand to
strengthen the status and impact of Nordic citizens at
international plan. These countries have a lot of in
common. Their culture and standpoints on society are
very similar. Most inhabitants understand each other. 

Upon conviction of the Igman Initiative, for closer
regional cooperation of BiH, Croatia, Montenegro and
Serbia, there are a number of reasons but also favor-
able circumstances. This is about four states that are
direct neighbors, with multiple natural, geographic,
hydrographic, historical, economic and cultural rela-
tions, interrelations and similarities. The recent diffi-
cult period of conflicts has left a legacy and a number
of unresolved problems that have to be solved in fu-
ture. This will, to an even greater extent, relax their re-
lationship and open the space for consideration of
advantages of the neighborhood, for both overall de-
velopment, and for cooperation in the wider regional
and international organizations. 

In this context occurred the idea of the project of
Igman Initiative "Improving inter-parliamentary co-
operation of Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia, Mon-
tenegro and Serbia with the use of experience of the
Nordic model", which should promote, articulate and
embody this idea in a way that; based on the Scandi-
navian countries, certain functions or activities of the
region countries integrate in order to perform on the
third markets, to reduce the budget expenditures or
increase mobility of people, capital and goods. Protec-
tion from forest fires, water supply, environment pro-
tection now is not appropriate if the neighboring
regions have no adequate cooperation.

Nordic cooperation model brings a new approach
to regional cooperation of our four states by accession
of Croatia to the EU. The aim of this model is to make
life, work, education and other activities of citizens in
the region easier and more attractive, through improv-
ing of economic cooperation, a joint approach to ecol-
ogy, energy, foreign markets, by improving the
importance of the region as a touristic destination.
Common goal is also affirmation of cultural heritage,
access to education, the possibility of joint diplomatic
representation, upgrading of space for better cooper-
ation between the civil sector and the improvement of
the work and cooperation of sports associations. 

At the same time, this would be a strong message
to Brussels on real readiness to establish a European
value, as the primary matter for success of joining is
functioning of good cooperation with neighbors.

Nordic model of cooperation – possibilities of implementation
through cooperation of Western Balkan countries

Igman Initiative

Igman Initiative – Nongovernmental association
"Initiative for Regional Cooperation" Montenegro,
"Center for Regionalism" Novi Sad, Forum of Tuzla
Citizens, Civic Board for Human Rights in Zagreb,
are the holders of the initiative of non-govern-
mental organizations with the aim to establish
and normalize relations, and reconciliation in
Dayton "quadrilateral", Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia
and Herzegovina, and Montenegro. 
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LJUBOMIR FILIPOVIC,
Vice President of municipality Budva, President of Union of European Federalists of MNE and
Member of the political bureau of Assembly of European regions
e‐mail: ljubomir.filipovic@budva.me

General Assembly of European Region (AER) took
place in Wroclaw at the end of May. Membership in

this organization was declared to municipality Budva and
in that manner it has become the full member of the most
numerous and most powerful union of cities and regions
of Europe. AER was established in 1986. Jointly with the
Congress of local and regional authorities of Council of
Europe, AER initiated debate about the strengthening of
protection of autonomy of local power, guaranteed by the
Madrid Chart, and about the respect of principles of sub-
sidiarity. The result of the debate was institutionalization
of these two issues through establishing of the EU Com-
mittee of Region, which represents the joint voice of re-
gional and local powers of Europe, since 1994.

Central topic of the annual assembly was the strategy
of growth of the EU – “Europe 2020”. The Strategy was
directed towards economic recovery of the Union. The
role of regions and cities, on whose levels of power it
should be implemented largely, is very emphasized in
these documents. For that reason, the EU Committee of
Region, through Platform Monitoring, mobilized more
than 150 regions and cities, aiming at better interaction

From local to the European level

Budva as investment
destination 

Through delegating of best human resources in
working bodies of AER, municipality Budva can
show seriousness and represent itself as the reli-
able partner of this organization. Door of the co-
hesion and pre-accession funds will be more open
by achieving the reputation on European level.
Business community of AER is also an opportunity
(which also counts VOLVO and ACCOR), which can
recognize Budva with its capacities as excellent
destination for investments.

Positive example of 
membership in AER

Positive example of membership in AER: Roman-
ian city Alba Julija which withdrawn 150 million
EUR from the European funds, with important
support of this organization.

of different levels of power, so that final product in the
form of growth, would be delivered on all relevant ad-
dresses.

At the same time with activities in AER, we inten-
sively communicate with the EU Committee of Region
and European Commission. The first product of this
communication is the election of Budva as the official
partner of the EU Open days that will take place in Oc-
tober. This “fair” of local and regional administration is
organized for the twelfth time in Brussels. This will be
excellent opportunity for representation of Budva as a
relevant participant in creation of policies of the EU,
through the panel ”Local and regional authorities at the
common mission of clever and efficient growth – towards
Europe 2020”, where the author of this text will be
speaker. Through accession process, it will increasingly
influence on lives of its citizens.
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RAD – Announcement of the 
study visit in Southern Tirol

In the frame of SDL, and for the second year in a
row, implements the project of Regional Academy for
Democracy (www.radwb.eu). This is the new initiative
of the Network of Schools of Political Studies of the
Council of Europe in the frame of the Western Balkan
with the aim to contribute to development of new po-
litical culture and new political elite in the reagion.
Study visit to the Southern Tirol for participants of II
generation will be organized in the frame of RAD 2014,
during the period from 9 until 13 September. Topic of
this year's RAD are human and minorities rights.

The first alumni seminar of
Association of Schools of Political

Studies took place

The first seminar of Association of Schools of Po-
litical Studies devoted to alumni, took place on 19 and
20 June in the Council of Europe in Strasbourg. Topic
of the seminar was „Strengthening of potential of
youth for development of democratic future“.

The seminar gathered alumni of network of Asso-
ciation of School of Political Studies of the Council of
Europe at the most important professional positions,
and discussion was about actual problems the Europe
faces with, but also about the strength of young gen-
erations to initiate and participate in democratic
changes. In this seminar, our alumni Sanja Kalezic, the
Head of the Cabinet of the Supreme Court of Mon-
tenegro, represented SDL. 

III phase of dialogue on energy
efficiency starting from September

The second phase of the project on strengthening of
dialogue on energy efficiency in Montenegro was imple-
mented in the frame of School of Democratic Leadership.

Number of meetings was organized on this topic,
but also consultations, seminars and consultative
hearings before the Board for Economy, Finances and
Budget of the Parliament of Montenegro with the aim
to improve legislative in this area, so that directives of
the EU would be incorporated in national legislation,
which is our country obliged to do.

The III phase of the projects that will be focused on
work with NGOs, continues in the following period.

Preparations for the World Forum
for Democracy 2014 have started

School of Democratic Leadership has started to
prepare representatives that will participate at the
World Forum for Democracy 2014 that will taka place
from 3 until 5 November in Strasbourg.

Topic of this year's Forum will be „Since participa-
tion until the impact: Can young people revitalise
democracy? “.

World Forum for Democracy is the event that in
one place gathers reformists and the most important
leaders of nowadays, who will try to find through
joint work answers on challenges imposed by eco-
nomic, social, and political issues, our society has
been facing with. Besides experts, the WFD will at-
tend leaders of European institutions and Parliamen-
taries at the European and national level. This event,
that is organized ince in a year , gathers more that a
thousand participants from the rest of the world.

Elected XIII generation of School of Democratic Leadership

The team of School of Democratic Leadership elected XIII generation composed of 24 participants and rep-
resentatives of political parties, journalists, editors in chief of Montenegrin media, representatives of non-
governmental organizations, and public administration.

This year's program of the School envisages four modules, that will be devoted to the European integration
process, or different aspects of thsi process, depending from the interests of mambers of the School. 

Ceremonial opening of XIII generation is planned to take place in September, and first activities with new
generation shall start in October.

NEWS FROM SDL


